
1014123 on boot , OS sets up the IDT

Mode Transfer (user -> Kernel -> user) kstack
User's ↑

HW-> Switch into Kernel mode , switch to tack
,
save PCdsp ontothe stack,

Set PC to Kernel handler (specified by IDT)

Os -> Kernel handler pushes rest of the regs onto stack
, execute more logic

os -> Kernel handler pops saved regs .

HW-> pops PC & SPIE eacu)
,
switch to user mode (testedt (

user
-> resume execution

process



How does the first process start in user mode ?

XK

userinit :

sets up the

process's trap-
frame , follow theE
second half of
mode transfer
flow to return

to userspace .



System Call Arguments & Validation
-> protected procedure call

-> x86
-64 calling convention : first 8 args in registers (roi, usi, rax ,rex

...)

rest on the stack .

-> Where are the syscall args ? trapframe ! (Kernel stack
-> argument validation

-> string args (null terminated , need to validate memory address
is valid before accessing it

-> void * & Size

-> out of range fd .



Process Abstraction

-> running instance of a program

-> Isolation & protection boundary
-> failure isolation

rictual
-> no visibility into other processes unless explicitly granted Laddress space)

-> consists of process's VAS

1) execution stream (thread) Ea
-> Code stream, execution states (PC , sp , regs) ↓

2)
.

address space
↑

heap
--

-

3). client data from using other OS abstractions data
-

copen files , sockets pipes (
Lode



Process Implementation
-> program to process

?

-> loads from ELF file to process's VAS .

location of segment
(andGata)

inthis file size of the segment
-

-

->
where the segment 7--- itsizesva

dee

goes in memory
-

-

- I

Program Header I perm (r, w, e)
- -

--- data
data -

zode - Lode
-

ELF file



-> How do processes share a Pr ?
-> scheduling Los policy)
-> Round Robin

-> time slice/time quantum (10-100ms)

-> Process's States / Process Life Cycle
scheduled

I

waited /20 completion


